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Chapter 271: New Heroal Suit

—Amphiptere!
The energy core was still the Bonfire Reaction Furnace, placed
around five
centimeters below the neck. His Machinery Affinity and

machinery skill
both improved after the class advancement, so he enhanced the

Bonfire
Reaction Furnace.
He made a few hidden recesses at the back of the Heroal suit that
were
connected to the energy core. Energy blocks could be embedded

into these
recesses. If the energy of the Bonfire Reaction Furnace was

finished, these
would be the backup energy source. There was also another

function—extra
power output. It could largely increase the performance of the

Heroal
suit, comparable to [Overload].
The energy blocks would of course be the [Low Class Energy
Crystal] that
he had extracted from the radiation crystals from the Shadow
Stalker Viper
nest. Emerald Grass was currently trying to domesticate the

Shadow Stalker
Vipers and make the crystals into a renewable resource. It had yet
to
succeed, but the hundreds of pounds of crystals Han Xiao had

were enough.
The armor was made with the new alloy that he had fused from
[Advanced



Materials], Ellie Iron Alloy. It had a better defense than the

Platinum Alloy.
The control mode used the newly learned [Nerves Connection].
The helmet
had a module that could read nerve signals. It was embedded on

the inner
side of the helmet like a metal plate, and the functions of the suit

could be
controlled with just a thought. The weapon modules were the

ones that he
spent the most effort and time on, all of which were largely

enhanced.
The most important new module was a large mounted part that
was almost
six meters wide when extended fully!
This was a mounted Heroal wing that was embedded onto the
back,
shoulders, and arms. Its original model was the Sky Swallow

Glider, and
the surface of the wings was wide. It had a seventy-centimeter

radius
circular triple fold propeller on both sides and a pistonless rotary
turbo
engine that could turn 360 degrees!
The Electromagnetic Hover-boots to run-up, Mini Maneuvering

Equipment
to take off, the wings to glide, providing continuous mobility.
He gave the new combat suit the ability to fly!
Which man did not dream of soaring through the skies? Men’s

romance is
the stars and the seas!



You have successfully enhanced [Light Heroal Suit—Viper], do
you
want to give it a new name?

With a flash of insight, a suitable name appeared in Han Xiao’s

mind.

Named Successfully, you received customized blueprint [Light

Heroal
Suit—Amphiptere!]

I definitely have great naming skills.
Han Xiao was very satisfied. Amphiptere is a flying serpent, so it

really
conveyed a clear image.

Amphiptere
Type: Light Single-Unit Heroal Combat Suit

Grade: Dark Green

Basic Stats:

Advertisement

Armor: 8950/8950

Defense: 164

Power: Level 818

Energy: 4300(+800)/4300(+800)
Height: 1.87m
Weight: 176 lb

Control Method: Low-Class Smart Chip + Nerves



Connection (Extra +10
DEX)
Power Source: Mini Bonfire Reaction Furnace (Enhanced) –

Self Charge
Recovers Energy at 35/min

Energy Conversion Rate from User: 24 to 32
Energy Storage: Low Class Energy Block x 4 (Exchangeable
anytime)
Energy Storage: 800
Stationary Mode Energy Usage: 22/min

Combat Mode Energy Usage: 40/min

Core Power Capacity: 787/850
You can_find the rest of this_content on the platform.
[Bone Structure Module: PE-0 Nanotechnology Fiber]

Biological Muscle Inner Bone

Strengthens muscle when the user moves the body

Hardens muscle under attack

 Increases Attributes: +38 STR, +25 DEX, +12 DEF

Power Output: 70
[Armor Plating Module: Ellie Iron Alloy Plate (Green)]
+2550 Armor

+48 DEF

Power Output: None
[Armor Plating Module: U9 Colloidal bulletproof Membrane

(Green)]
+2400 Armor

+45 DEF



Power Output: None
[Exterior Module: Optical Camouflage]

Reflects light to achieve invisibility to a certain extent

Power Output: 20
[Exterior Module: SUI Anti-Radar Coating]

[Exterior Module: Electromagnetic Interference Coating]

[Reconnaissance Module: Vulture Tactical Scanner]

Smart fire control

Aim assist

 Includes Tactical Hologram Screen

Power Output: 25
[Palm Module: Thermo-Electrical Incisor Gloves (Purple)]

Produces a high amount of heat and deals continuous damage

Energy Cost: 1.5/s

Damage Level: 101

Power Output: 60
[Backhand Module: Thermo-Electromagnetic Incisor Blade

(Green)]

Compounded Magnetic Chain Split Blades with thermal
technology

Energy Cost: 1/s



Power Output: 80
[Wrist Module: Directional Field Repulsive Machine (Blue)]

Releases repulsive energy in an arc of 150° and 20m.

Cooldown: 30s

Energy Cost: 15 per use

Power Output: 70
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[Arm Module: Sunworm Mini Flamethrower (Purple)]

Energy Cost 1.5/s

Damage Level: 104

Power Output: 60
[Leg Module: Electrical Hover Boots (Purple)]

Energy Cost: 6.2/min

Power Output: 55
[Advancing Module: Mini Maneuvering Equipment] * 9

Energy Cost per unit: 1.4/min

Power Output per unit: 18

Power Output: 162
[Survival Modules]

Body Status Monitor



Thermostat

Gyroscopic Stabilizer

Air Storage

Filtration Device

Total Power Output: 80
[Ejection Modules]

Sonic Bomb * 24

Mini Split Drill Bullet * 16

Power Output: 60
[Chip Modules]

Database Analysis

Battle Trajectory Prediction

Battle Assist

Power Output: 30
[Chip Module: Nerves Signal Recognition]

Power Output: 20
[Subsidiary Module: High-Speed Injection Needle]

Equipped: Pain Killer, Stimulant, Healing Agent

Power Output: 10
[Subsidiary Module: Mini Spider Detector] * 12



Power Output: None
[Subsidiary Module: Electromagnetic Pulse Controller]

Applies [Excitement]

All Stats +5%

Duration: 15 mins

Try the platform_for the most advanced_reading
experience.

Energy Cost: 5 per use

Power Output: 10
[Subsidiary Module: ‘Poison Ivy’ Body Part]

Creates suction force, allowing the Heroal suit to hold onto

objects

Power Output: 20
[Subsidiary Module: Mini Detection Radar]

Power Output: 30
[Mountable Module: ‘Ironfist’ Heavy Heroal Arm (Purple)]

Power Output: 91
[Mountable Module: “Bat Wings” Turbo Engine Flying

Device]

Power Output: 326
[Additional Ability: Strong Capability]

During combat, distributes energy to Biological Muscle Inner

Bone,



 Increases stats: +40 STR, +20 DEX

[Additional Ability: Snake Devil]

The Heroal suit uses up all energy at once, entering a special

status

Duration: 2–7 mins

Cooldown: 7 days

Effect:

Doubles additional attributes (+156 STR, +110 DEX)

All modules can be used without any energy cost
[Additional Ability: Absorbent Armor]

Made with Ellie Iron Alloy, this alloy can disperse applied

forces

Damage Reduction +22%
Remark: “Surprise! I can fly!”

With all the purple modules, Amphiptere’s attributes were at the

standard of
Version 2.0. Han Xiao stood with arms akimbo and appreciated

his own
product.
With the attributes of me and Amphiptere, no one on Planet

Aquamarine
poses a threat to me. This Heroal suit can be taken into the galaxy
to
use—it’s some early preparation.
Han Xiao thought far ahead. In the eyes of the players, this was
godly



equipment in the early stage. Even pigs could fly by wearing this

Heroal suit—it was overkill for a novice planet.
Amphiptere was locked onto his nerve signals, so only he could

control it.
The class advancement knowledge [Nerves Connection] was a
foundation
for controlling more complex machinery. The speed of thought

was much
quicker than the usual means of control, and if there was an

injury
involving a missing body part, [Nerves Connection] could be used

on these
biological body parts as well. Of course, Han Xiao hoped that day

would
never come.
Furthermore, [Nerves Connection] had another key use in his eyes.
The
players entered Galaxy with a VR-Capsule, and the core principle

of the
VR-Capsule was the transfer of the players’ mind.
Therefore, if the mind of a player was transferred into an NPC

clone, what
would happen?
Would the players be locked in ‘Galaxy’ just like him? Would

they revive
after they died? If they could revive, was the body the original

player body
or a new body? Or… would something else happen?
From his perspective, he could feel that everything there was real,
but he
never stopped having doubts. He always paid attention to the

forums,
anxiously wanting to see if his account in his previous life would



appear,
and it did not.
How did this happen? Is it butterfly effect, the ‘me’ once changed

account?
That makes some sense. I did create my account casually back

then… or are
there other possibilities?
Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled. In all honesty, he kind of wanted to

communicate
face to face with ‘his old self’. It would definitely be a fresh

experience.
To figure out the truth, I still have to start from the players. A
mind
transferring device like the VR-Capsule can’t be created with just

[Nerves
Connection]. More knowledge is needed.
New_chap_ters are pub_lished on
Han Xiao kept the doubts in his heart.
What was most important at the moment was to make himself
stronger. The
stronger he was, the safer it was. He did not want to be killed by

someone
or some disaster before he figured out the truth, so every new

version
update would mean danger.
Chapter 272: Unknown Potential

“You have been losing blood very frequently, causing your body

to be
weak, stunted, and your organs recessed. Optimistically, you
have three
years left to live…”
In the medical room, Emerald Grass wore a pair of rimless glasses

and



checked Aurora’s body like a doctor, coming up with this

pessimistic result.
Without waiting for the expressions of the people present to
change,
Emerald Grass then said, “Of course, that’s the case for a normal

person.
Although your body is weak, your cell activity level is something

I have
never seen before.”
As she was speaking, Emerald Grass took out a few microscope

photos,
then said excitedly, “Usually, the self-healing of a human body is

very slow.
Undamaged cells slowly split into new cells to repair damage. In
comparison, superhumans have stronger self-healing abilities.
Energy or
other sources of energy can be used to seal-heal, I, for one, can
extract life
forces from plants to recover from injuries.Whether it is a normal

person or
superhuman, self-healing requires energy and nutrition.
“However, your cell is like a drop of extremely concentrated life

energy. It
could multiply one’s self-healing ability by hundreds and even

thousands of
times. Your hair, blood, and all your body structures are like

extremely
strong potions, and to give you an idea of how strong your level

of cell
activity is… For example, let’s say the cell of a normal person is a

bowl of
water, the cell of a superhuman is a flame, and your cell is the sun.
It’s



completely incomparable!
“There are even self-reaction signs inside your cells. Every cell is
like a
concentrated mature Fixed Star, increasing in activity level

automatically
every second, yet such a horrifying level of cell activity has no

corrosive
property at all, only giving life forms a positive impact.
Unbelievable…”
Emerald Grass was very tempted. She looked at Aurora with

sparkles in her
eyes.
The passion in her eyes made Aurora shrink toward Hila.
She knew that look. All of the people wearing white coats in the

Germinal
Organization had looked at her this way.
“I want to acquire some of your blood as an experiment material.
Is it
possible that…”
“No!” Hila rejected without hesitation. She looked at Emerald

Grass
hostilely and seemed like she was going to act at any moment.
Aurora was her sensitive spot; she would not allow anyone to

violate her.
Han Xiao crossed his arms and sat on the table to the side. He cut
in the
conversation and said, “I admire your attitude. Science is all
about non-stop
improvements and the everlasting ambition of wanting to know
the core
technology… However, this is a sick person, not your test subject.
Also, I
guess you can’t beat the redhead.”



Emerald Grass curled her lips, turned away to keep her diagnosis

tools, and
said casually, “She didn’t need to be diagnosed at all. Her power
has just
been suppressed for too long and can’t fully take effect. As long as
she
doesn’t die, her power will slowly recover, and so will she. It
might even…
Never mind. Anyway, she just needs to rest for a while, then her

body will
recover, and her scars will disappear.”
Han Xiao raised his eyebrows. He understood what Emerald Grass

did not
say, and it made him think.
Aurora became a liquid in his previous life. There had not been a

chance to
see the exact effect of her power, so he wondered what it would

be like
once it got stronger.
Since she’s the younger sister of Hila, Aurora will definitely not

be much
weaker. Could it be controlling life forms? Han Xiao guessed

randomly.
For him to know Aurora’s status, he had to get in combat with

Aurora, and
the bottom line of that would be to slap this pitiful little girl.With

his
power, the result would not be very optimistic. Of course, Han
Xiao would
not do that, and Hila would definitely fight him with her life.
Visit , for the best no_vel_read_ing experience

Hila heaved a long sigh of relieving. She stood behind Aurora,
placed her



hands on Aurora’s shoulder, and pinched lightly.
As long as her sister was okay.
“By the way, she was brainwashed once, and another personality

was
created. She will become a puppet that only follows orders once

it’s
triggered by the keyword. Do you have a way to solve that?” Han

Xiao
repeated what Cyberlos said.
“I’m a Pharmacist, not a Psychiatrist—you should find a

professional,”
Emerald Grass said casually without even turning around.
“However, from
my experience, if it was just a normal brainwash method, as long
as it is not
triggered and strengthened for a long time, the effect of the
brainwashing
will gradually fade as time passes till it disappears. Therefore, the
guards in
Bell of Death Island would mass brainwash the prisoners every
once in a
while. However, as you know, the people in that place are all

very strong, so
the brainwash didn’t have much effect. Instead, there were
always some
prisoners that killed a few guards in such occasions.”
A professional? Han Xiao contemplated while touching his chin.
Suddenly,
he looked at Hila. Aren’t things about the mind Hila’s strong

point?
Upon noticing his sight, Hila waved her hands and frowned. “My

power is
too invasive. I’m scared of making mistakes, and the risk is too



high.”
“Then you’d better discover and enhance your power more.”
Han Xiao felt
helpless. In his mind, Hila at her peak could play with the soul of

a life
form like playing with plasticine without hurting the fragile soul.
“Leave if there’s nothing else. I’ve asked a few Inhumans to test

my drugs,
don’t disturb me.”
They looked at her. Emerald Grass took out a transparent

container filled
with a weird and dark green liquid that was still bubbling,
holding a syringe
and flicking the tip of the needle.
Emerald Grass was what was known as a Pharmacist in
technological
civilizations.
In magical civilizations, Pharmacists were called Witches.
Han Xiao paid a silent tribute for three seconds for these players
testing the
drugs.
To sacrifice themselves for technological advancement, how
noble.
They left the pharmacy room and walked slowly on the street.
Suddenly,
Hila turned to him and asked seriously, “What are your thoughts

about
this?”
Hila only showed interest for things that involved Aurora and did
not have
the cold face like she always did. She only asked for an opinion

from Han
Xiao because she trusted him. Han Xiao had saved Aurora from



the sea of
pain, and they had no friends or family in the world, so only Han
Xiao was
trustworthy.
Han Xiao pinched his chin and said in a low voice, “It’s best to
rest more. I
will build a special wheelchair for her. Also, your sister was
imprisoned for
so long, so it’s better to let her connect with the outside world,
make some
new friends. If you are worried, I can introduce a few lawfully

good
teenagers.”
Hila nodded solemnly. “I owe you one.”
“You already owe me.” Han Xiao picked his ears.
Try the platform_for the most advanced_reading experience.
Hila was struck speechless. She shook her head and remembered.
Her personality was indifferent. She was a cold and proud person

in her
blood, so she did not like to accept friendliness; she did not like

accepting
pitiful help that felt like charity. However, once she owed a favor,
she
would never forget it. She was a doer, and she would not say too

many
words of appreciation. She only remembered the kindness she

received
when things seemed hopeless, waiting for the day when she could
pay Han
Xiao back.
After a period of silence, Hila asked the question she had been

wanting to
ask. “Why did you save my sister?”



“Foresight, of course.” Han Xiao gave the mighty reason.
“So, what did you foresee?” Hila frowned.
Han Xiao bullsh*tted and said, “I saw that your sister’s power

will save my
life once in the future, do you believe that?”
“That would make sense.” Hila understood.
At this time, a small hand pulled his shirt. Han Xiao looked down

and saw
Aurora was looking up at him with a serious face.
“Uncle Zero, I will definitely save you.”
Aurora took what he said seriously.
Han Xiao pinched her face and laughed. “Zero is in the past. Just
call me
Han Xiao.”
“Okay, Uncle Han.”
“You can use a younger name…”
“Understood, Uncle Han.”
Han Xiao rolled his eyes.
I still dislike kids!
…
The next day, Han Xiao built a wheelchair and gave it to Aurora.
Visit , for the best no_vel_read_ing experience

“Real leather armrest and seat with stretch cotton inside, giving
you comfort
like your mother’s embrace, and the best part is…” Han Xiao

flipped open
the anti-dust cloth and said, “This wheelchair is powered by a

foot pedal,
but inside is a mini engine, and there is a gearshift beside the

armrest. It can
go up to 40 km per hour!”
“I just wanted a normal wheelchair…” Hila’s eye corner



twitched.
She had never heard of a wheelchair powered by a foot pedal,
then what is
the wheelchair even for!
40 km per hour? Are you hosting a wheelchair race‽ Are you

crazy‽
“What kind of Hero am I if I didn’t make any modifications?”
Han
Xiao picked his nose and glanced at Hila. Hila felt the look known
as
‘despise from a professional’ from Han Xiao’s eyes.
Aurora, however, quite liked the wheelchair; it was like getting a
new toy.
At this time, Frenzied Sword and the other three approached. Han
Xiao
called them over to play with Aurora and gave the four of them a
pile of
missions.
He was just worried about not having suitable missions to give
them. He
could not have all of them dance and sing like Frenzied Sword. It
was better
to make them play with a little girl.
The four players felt novel for these missions. The rewards were
unbelievably high. They thought that this was some sort of

hidden mission
and did it with joy. Aurora connected with Maple Moon the best,
and not
long after, Bear Cub was on Aurora’s legs with its belly facing up

and
rolling around, making Aurora laugh.
The scene was filled with warmth.
Hila’s eyes became gentle. She stepped back to the side and



watched her
sister play with her new friends.
…
For many days, Aurora smiled brighter, and her health improved

at an
obvious rate.
Hila and Aurora settled down. The situation of the expedition war
was
getting better, and the arena in the sanctuary was also completed.
Han Xiao
immediately focused on important matters.
He had set two focus points for the things that he was going to do.
One was
to make early-stage preparations for leaving the planet, getting
resources
continuously.
Another was to improve the ‘Players’ Main City’ plan,
strengthening his
impression for players and indirectly increasing his influence. The
plans
that he had for the pro league was a huge business opportunity in
his eyes.
What these two focus points had in common was to gain benefit
from the
players.
“He he he…” Creepy laughter echoed in the closed room.
It has been so long!
Updated_at
Chapter 273: Our Belief Is… Create

Trouble!
The new battle prohibition law in the sanctuary was created. Like
litter
prohibition, guards and rangers patrolled around, and those who

disobey



would be captured and detained for an amount of time. The
players’ main
city had to be safe for the players to feel secure, so Han Xiao told

Huang Yu
to work throughout the night for a proper set of laws.
If the players wanted to PVP, they could only leave the city or go

to the
arena.
The arena was built near the square, very close to the reviving

point of the
players. Sometimes, the players could hold back during PVP;
other times,
they might kill the other accidentally, and the person might lose

some EXP.
Even then, it could not prevent the players from their thirst for

blood. As it
was a long journey to leave the city, the arena became the top

choice.
The basic structure of the arena consisted of an enormous square,
and at the
heart of that square was the highest and biggest ring, surrounded
by smaller
rings. Further outside were spectating seats in the staircase style

like a
sports stadium. The players could only PVP in the square for free.
The rings
were all closed, and after some inquiry, they knew that the rings

were only
for gambling battles where the arena was the dealer, only open to
those who
paid the fee.
Although this function was fresh, it was a paid function, and most

of the



players were broke, so nobody used this function for the time

being, only
battling for free in the square. The arena was very lively and

crowded, and
it soon became the official PVP location.
Huang Yu felt this was a huge waste of resources. Nobody wanted
to pay!
Not only did it make them no profits, they even had to pay for the
repairs.
He felt that Han Xiao’s decision was very problematic; it was
much better to
just let the Inhumans battle outside the city.
He felt building the arena was useless, but he did not dare

disobey Han
Xiao, so he could only grumble in his heart.
The situation surprised Han Xiao a little, but he understood why.
The players are still exploring at the moment, and obviously, only
the
players who are confident in themselves will dare participate in a
gamble
battle. Battling in the ring would attract audiences, and with that

will come
exposure, so the guilds and pro players will most likely be the

ones to pay
for the rings.
The ring functionalities required the players to explore, so it

would take
some time. However, he was not someone who would just wait.
I shall start the fire to help them understand the use of having
gamble
battles in the ring.
Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled.
…



Every few days, Han Xiao appeared before the players to teach

them his
abilities and earn EXP. The abilities that he placed in the ability

shop were
mostly basic abilities that the players had already
learned—spending
experience in his shop could largely increase their ability levels,
and it was
much more worthwhile than spending the EXP directly on
leveling up the
abilities.
This was the main EXP income that he had from the players.
He did not teach any core abilities because he had to maintain the
difference
between himself and the players after all. However, he did
selectively teach
some not so important abilities that the players would learn
sooner or later,
like the Hero abilities [Electromagnetic Energy Extraction] and
[Meticulous Repairs], improving the strength of Hero class players,
acting as the Hero mentor, and attracting more players to choose

the
Hero class. Only Hero players had such a good mentor like him

on Planet Aquamarine.
The players went through the [Energy Training Technique]
incident, so they

roughly knew they would naturally learn the strong abilities that
Han Xiao
taught at higher levels, but most of the players were still willing

to learn
high-level abilities when they were at a lower level as increasing

their
current strength had greater benefits in the long term.
As for the Esper and Pugilist class advancement knowledge, Han
Xiao did



not plan on selling them for the time being. These were like a
trump card;
he wanted to earn a large profit once the players had greater
purchasing
power.
Every time he appeared in front of the players, he would have a

stable
income of more than 10,000,000 EXP throughout the day, many

times
faster than doing missions. The tens of thousands of players in
Sanctuary
Three accounted for five percent of the total player in Planet
Aquamarine—
many new players entered the game. The market potential was

very high,
and the Players’ Main City plan had a bright future.
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That day, Han Xiao appeared at the corner of the square as usual

and was
completely surrounded by the players. After he farmed some EXP,
he saw a
large group of guild players with a prefix on the name. They were
the
players of Sky Territory, and the leader of the group was called

‘Rebels
Shall Rule’. He was the vice-captain of their core team one.
Here comes the opportunity.
Han Xiao raised his eyebrows. After he finished teaching the

abilities, he
suddenly acted like he was talking to himself and said, “Sigh, I’ve
been
quite unlucky recently…”
Rebels Shall Rule immediately noticed. As an experienced player,
usually



when an NPC talked to themself, it meant a new mission could be

triggered.
“Mr. Black Phantom, what are you troubled with?” Rebels Shall

Rule asked.
“Maybe we can help you to solve it.”
Han Xiao looked at him and shook his head. “No, no, there need
to be at
least ten people to help me.”
The people of Sky Territory suddenly felt energized. It was a
mission
indeed, and it was a team mission!
This was a mission given by Black Phantom himself, when did he

ever
scam them?
Large guilds always had a lot of members. Rebels Shall Rule
created a tenman team on the spot. Seeing this, Han Xiao said

slowly, “Sigh, one of my

robots malfunctioned, and I can’t control it anymore. I hope you
can bring
its chip back to me…”
He set a mission as he was talking.

[Finding Malfunctioned Chip – 1]

Mission type: Team Chained Mission

Mission Introduction: Due to unknown reasons, a guard robot has

malfunctioned and gone out of control.
First Round Requirements: Defeat Ranger X204 and bring the

chip back to
Black Phantom
First Round Rewards: 25,000 EXP, +1 Relationship Point with

Black
Phantom



“Chained mission?” Rebels Shall Rule was surprised. Just the
reward for the
first round was already decent, so the reward would definitely be

richer in
the later rounds, and it could even increase Black Phantom’s

relationship
points. The relationship points of Black Phantom would not

increase after
ten no matter how much money they gave.
As for his relationship points, all the players had the desire but

were
helpless. He placed quite a few strong machines in his item shop.
There
were ones that had blue and even purple grade. However, the
relationship
point requirement to buy these were all more than ten. They
could only look
at them—these were all Han Xiao’s ‘bait’.
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Relationship points were worthless alone, but he made it worth

something,
and this was how the currency system was created.
Sky Territory accepted the mission and left joyfully. The
surrounding
players saw this and also created teams, but Han Xiao did not

bother about
them.
Now the players wondered, why could the Sky Territory trigger

the mission
but not them?
However, they were used to the random triggering mechanism for

Black
Phantom’s missions, so they did not hang onto it—they only were



jealous of
those lucky Europeans.
Suddenly, a group with familiar ID and guild name entered his

sight, Han
Xiao only then spoke again and repeated what he had previously
said.
“Hmm? Hidden mission?”
The members of the Guild of Gods were surprised.
These were the players from the official guild of the renowned
e-sports
Temple of God Club, Guild of Gods.
Han Xiao was very familiar with them; they suited the target he

was
looking for.
After Han Xiao’s identity was exposed, the people of Guild of

Gods only
then knew that the Zero they were looking for was Han Xiao, and
they had
missed Han Xiao time after time. Of course, they had failed the

mission.
The guild leader, Jupiter, was furious. He could not enjoy meals

and could
not sleep well; he was so frustrated that he almost had

constipation.
However, it was too beneficial to stick with Han Xiao, and to not

lag behind
other guilds, the Guild of Gods had no choice but to come to the

sanctuary
no matter how frustrated they were. Every guild had teams

gathered in the
sanctuary.
“This is quite a good mission.” Jupiter was overjoyed. He had
met a hidden



mission just by walking on the street—luck was finally with him!
With a wave, the Guild of Gods created a team on the spot and

accepted the
mission.
…
An hour later, in the North City Side of the sanctuary, a chase was
underway. The ten-man team gasped for breath as they chased

behind an
extremely fast ranger.
“Fas—faster, don’t let it run away!” Rebels Shall Rule gasped for

breath.
They came to this construction area, following the mission

requirement, and
chased after this out of control ranger. The ranger had very strong
firepower. Many people in their team had died, and only then

could they
damage the ranger till it had very little armor left. But when that

happened,
the ranger suddenly started running.
“Damn it, why is it so agile!”
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The people of Sky Territory had bitter faces. “It’s more familiar

with the
environment and the terrain than us, has it developed
consciousness‽”
At this time, in the high-rank room at the center of the sanctuary,
Han Xiao
half-lay on the sofa, holding a laptop in his hands. His fingers
were moving
across the screen casually, and the image was the vision of that

‘out of
control’ ranger.
This ranger was actually completely under his control. He limited



its
strength, only letting it out after he took out a huge amount of its

ammunition and weaponry yesterday. It was a downgraded
version, aimed

to give the people of Sky Territory a tough victory. If it was a
complete
Generation 2.5 Ranger attacking freely with full firepower, more

than half
of these players would have died in an instant. Of course, the Sky
Territory
players did not know this—they thought that they were
cooperating very
well and only through that they were able to almost destroy this
‘out of
control’ robot. This was exactly what Han Xiao wanted them to

think.
Out of control? Doesn’t exist.
“We’ve almost caught up!” The distance got closer, so Sky

Territory forced
themselves to focus and prepare for the final attack.
Han Xiao looked at the radar map. Suddenly, he smiled evilly,
and he
controlled this almost dying ranger to speed up suddenly,
distancing itself
from Sky Territory after many turns and dashed toward the Guild
of Gods,
which was searching for the target.
Jupiter and the rest were shocked when the ranger showed up,
then they
were overjoyed.
“That’s the target. Quickly, focus fire!”
After just one round of attacks, the ranger broke into pieces, and
parts were
scattered on the ground.



The Guild of Gods was confused. They had hardly done anything,
so why
did this robot explode?
Putting the doubt behind, Jupiter picked up the mission item

from the pile
of broken parts, [‘Out of Control’ Ranger’s Chip].
At this time, Sky Territory arrived late, and they were enraged

upon seeing
what had happened.
“Damn you, Guild of Gods, you dare to steal our monster!”
Rebels Shall Rule was furious.
The target that they had chased through more than a dozen
streets had been
stolen—anyone would have been angry.
Furthermore, the Guild of Golds and Sky Territory had always

disliked each
other.
…
The screen turned black.
Han Xiao threw the laptop to the side, lighted a cigarette, blew
out a smoke
ring, and started laughing.
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The players did not have a demand for gamble battle, so he

created a
demand for them. This has always been Han Xiao’s business

belief.
I’m a professional in creating trouble!
Chapter 274: The Battle
“Turns out you guys accepted this mission, too.” Jupiter finally

understood
why the robot had been like paper—they had stolen the kill.
Rather than apologizing, Jupiter gloated. The Guild of Gods



would never
step back when facing other guilds. Furthermore, it was their old
rival, Sky
Territory.
“So what if we stole the kill? Suck it up.”
The argument turned into a conflict very soon. After a group fight,
Sky
Territory, which was in a sorry shape, was annihilated.
“Jupiter, I fuk !^&#@&@&… just you wait!” Rebels Shall Rule

private
messaged Jupiter.
Jupiter closed the chat window straight away.
Are you kidding me? Why even play the game if you don’t steal

kills?
They had the mission item, so the people of Guild of Gods

returned to
complete the mission immediately, and as long as they completed

the
mission, Sky Territory could only suck it up no matter how

unhappy they
were.
However, Jupiter and the people came to the high-rank area but

were
stopped.
“We have completed what Mr. Han Xiao told us to. Why aren’t

we allowed
to enter?”
“We are ordered to not allow any outsiders in.”
No matter what they said, the guards did not back off a single

step. The
people of Guild of Gods had no choice but to leave helplessly.
They could only wait for Han Xiao to reappear in order to
complete the



mission.
The team left, and after walking for a while, their sight was
suddenly
blocked. A group of rough men surrounded them, led by Jade

Green Sky.
They had brought the people of Sky Territory to demand an
explanation.
“That’s pretty immoral of you, Jupiter. Our men got the mission

first, and
the target was also damaged to the last health by us, but you stole
the kill
out of nowhere. You’ve got to give an explanation,” Jade Green

Sky said
with a long face.
“You’re overreacting. If anything, you should blame yourselves

for being
unlucky.” Jupiter had no fear. The sanctuary was a safe zone; no
one could
attack, and they were unafraid of being surrounded.
The eyes of the two clashed midair.
The guild leaders of the large guilds in China knew each other
privately.
Jade Green Sky and Jupiter never got along, and there was a

reason for this.
Their conflict started in the pro scene. Li Ge was the pillar of the
Temple of
God Club, Hao Tian was the representative of Sky Territory, and
Hao Tian
lost to Li Ge more than he won. He lost to Li Ge many times

during crucial
battles.
Therefore, the contradiction was very strong—they disliked each

other.



This stolen mission became the fuse. Although it was just a small

conflict, it
might become bigger, more so that they were already rivals.
The latest_epi_sodes are on_the website.
The surrounding players saw this and gathered to spectate. It was
livelier
than the market, and the middle of the road was completely

obstructed.
They argued with each other for some time before Jupiter said
impatiently,
“Jade, what do you want?”
“Give the mission item back to us.”
“Keep dreaming.” Jupiter rejected it immediately.
Why did they have to give it back when they stole the kill?
Furthermore, he
represented the name of the guild; if he backed off, would others

not say
that he was scared of Sky Territory?
Of course, Jade Green Sky would not suck it up either. Both sides

not
wanting to back off meant the conflict could not be settled;
therefore, they
had to talk with their strength. However, he did not want to have

a largescale public fight. The results of both of them losing would

mean to be
exceeded by other guilds.
Jade Green Sky pondered, and suddenly, he remembered the

gamble battle
function of the arena. Was that not the most suitable place to

settle their
conflict?
“Okay, since you’re not willing to return it, we shall go to the



arena and
have a gamble battle.”
“What, why do I have to fight you? There’s no benefit in winning,
and I
have to give up my thing if I lose. If you lose, you can only give

up on what
I already have.”
“Humph, we shall make a bet, too, money, equipment, item,
anything at
all,” Jade Green Sky said provokingly. “I’m officially inviting

you to a battle
—accept it if you have the guts.”
He really wanted this chain mission as Black Phantom’s mission
rewards
were always rich, and it could increase Black Phantom’s

relationship points.
It was a good deal.
However, Jupiter was not provoked at all. He pushed the people

of Sky
Territory aside and left.
Anyway, he had the item, and as soon as he completed the

mission, he
would be the one getting all the benefits—there was no point in
taking the
risk and fighting a gamble battle.
The people of Sky Territory were furious. Rebels Shall Rule
furiously
demanded, “Leader, are we just letting them go like this?”
“Provocation! Force them to accept the challenge,” Jade Green

Sky said
angrily. “I’m not going to tolerate this. Ask the members to all

publish posts
in the forums, provoke them as much as you can!”
…



As the Sky Territory started their attack of words, scandalous
posts about
the Guild of Gods appeared rapidly, painting an image that Guild

of Gods
was unreasonable and immoral, that they were scared to accept

the
challenge, that they picked on the weak and feared the strong. As
only those
with a VR-Capsule could post or comment on the forums, there
were few
sht stirrers, but this time, Sky Territory had evidence and

reasons—they made all the members publish posts and started
the trend. The rumors were very condescending, but Guild of

Gods did not panic at all. The way Jupiter saw it, he just had to

wait for Han Xiao to appear and complete the mission. By then,
Sky Territory would not be able to do anything no matter how
much noise they made. However, many days passed, and Han

Xiao had yet to appear. Visit for a better_user experience

Jupiter started to get anxious. He asked the guards time after time

but could not get any information on Han Xiao’s whereabouts.
Han Xiao could see the forums, too. He did not appear on purpose,
and it was like putting Guild of Gods in a fire. As long as the Guild
of Gods did not complete the mission, the mission item would

only bring them trouble. Before the start of the mission, he had
already prepared the plan to force two guilds to have a gamble
battle in the arena, attract public attention, and make more

players know what the use of gamble battling in the arena was.
As long as someone did it first and showed the players the
purpose of the gamble battle, people with potential demand

would realize their need. Guild of Gods and Sky Territory took it

as an accident or coincidence; it was impossible for them to guess

it was the ‘NPC’ Han Xiao who gave out the mission that was
causing all this. It was completely outside their expectations.



Seeing that the rumors were becoming worse to Guild of Gods,
Jupiter started to get stressed. Finally, after another day of Han

Xiao being ‘missing’, Jupiter could not take it anymore. He
officially accepted the gamble battle in the forums on behalf of
the Guild of Gods. “On behalf of Guild of Gods, I accept the
gamble battle with Sky Territory. Our chip is the mission item

[Out of Control Ranger’s Chip], and Sky Territory shall provide an
item of the same value. The location will be the in the Arena, Best
of Five, winner stays, loser leaves. Win or lose, both parties shall

accept the result with dignity and no longer find trouble with the
other party.” Jade Green Sky replied very shortly after. “Sure!”
The battle between two large guilds had all the players in the
sanctuary excited. … The fairness of the gamble battle service in

the arena was guaranteed by the sanctuary officials. The betting
chips were collected before the battle and were guaranteed to be
given to the winner. To enjoy this fairness guarantee, one had to

rent a ring. Renting a ring incurred fees, contributing to the

arena’s turnover. The two large guilds were rich. As they wanted

the other players to judge the fairness of the battle, they rented

the largest ring in the center; it was very high profile. On the day

of the battle, players in the sanctuary gathered in the arena, and
it soon became crowded. “Who do you think will win?” “Guild

of Gods definitely. Sky Territory is no match for them.” “Guild of

Gods actually has the moral low ground this time.” “Are you

kidding? What’s wrong about stealing kills in a game? Don’t

exaggerate the issue.” New_chap_ters are pub_lished on

“There’s a dealer opening a bet over there. I’m going there to bet

on Guild of Gods.” “There’s betting‽ Let’s go together!” The

scene was very noisy, almost like a live concert. The audience
waited for quite some time until the competitors of both sides
showed up late to the scene. When the audience saw the IDs of

both sides clearly, they were all stunned. The competitors were



not just guild members—they were all pro players of both of the
clubs! Many players cheered in excitement; their passion was

going through the roof. Originally, most of the audience was just

there to check it out, but when the pro players appeared, all the
audiences became interested right away. The Pro League had not

started yet, so normal players had yet to see how strong pro

players were. Thus, they were very thrilled. “Temple of God

really does have a strong foundation. Everyone that came is a top

tier player or not far behind. Sadly, Li Ge is not here, heard he

went to take part in the expedition.” “Exactly, in comparison,
Long Sky is a little bit behind. Most of them are second tier

players. First tier players Sleepy Winter and Twinkle Fried Rice

went to the war too… Wait a minute, is that… Am I hallucinating?
God Hao Tian‽” Hao Tian stood in the Long Sky team
expressionless. The audience looked at him in disbelief and

admiration. Everywhere he passed by, the audience lowered their

voices. It was like he had an unshakeable aura. As a pillar of Long
Sky, Hao Tian had been requested to attend by Jade Green Sky.
His name and skills were much higher than the first-tier players,
so he was the pro player that received the most attention in the
scene. The contestants felt the pressure when they saw him. The
clubs that both large guilds belonged to requested their pro
players to attend the battle without any agreement. Seeing the

members of the other party, Jade Green Sky and Jupiter were

both covered in cold sweat. They thought at the same time,
Luckily, I got the pro players here. Damn, almost got deceived by

that fraud sht.
The hexagonal center ring was very wide and spacious. The
square in the
middle was the battleground, and the triangles on the sides were

the waiting
areas. The people of both Sky Territory and Guild of Gods waited



in the
waiting areas in the ring.
The audience chatted among themselves and waited with
anticipation.
Some of the players were thinking of something different.
Having a gamble battle in the ring seems to be able to increase
exposure…
some spectating guilds thought.
If I do a Challenge, there will be chances to spar with players of

all sorts of
styles, and at the same time, I can profit from betting, some PVP

passionate
players thought.
The spectating pro players nodded too. Not only will Challenge

gives
exposure, one can hone one’s skills too. It’s quite a good function.
New_chap_ters are pub_lished on
Seeing the impact and popularity of the gamble battle of the
arena, many

players saw its benefits and entertainment value. The reason Han

Xiao had
triggered the battle between the two large guilds was indeed to
make the
other players realize what this function could bring, then use the

players’
own creativity to improve and expand on this function, fulfilling
various
demands.
The renting fee earned was not the most important—what was
more
important in Han Xiao’s eyes was to raise the players’ demand
and usage for
the arena. That way, the impression of a ‘main city’ would be

stronger.



Chapter 275: Society
As the star player of Long Sky, Hao Tian was a god player much

stronger
than the first-tier players. His PVP skills were amazing, and his

level was
much higher than average. With these advantages, he was the
first to step
into the ring. His attacks were ruthless and strong like a storm,
defeating
three Guild of Gods contestants in a row.
The combat ability of the Pugilist class was shown perfectly. The
audience
had originally expected a tight battle that would go back and
forth, but it
turned out to be a one-sided annihilation. The entire battle had
lasted for
more than five minutes!
The people were astonished.
After they stunned for a few seconds, deafening cheers and yells

erupted all
around.
“Impressive!” cheered the ordinary spectators.
“God Hao Tian! God Hao Tian!” yelled the passionate audience

members.
“I love you, Hao Tian!” shrieked Hao Tian’s fans.
Hao Tian’s performance refreshed the audience’s knowledge of
the upper
limit of a player’s strength at the current stage, and he

immediately gained a
lot of new fans.
Although this was a private gamble battle, the excitement and

passion from
the audience almost felt like it was a pro competition.



“I won.” Hao Tian’s expression changed slightly—he had not

expected to
win so easily.
It was like walking down a path for a long time, and only when

he turned
around did he realize how much ahead he was of the people
behind him. It
turned out that, without noticing, he was so much stronger than

normal pro
players.
In the beginning, Hao Tian had just taken Han Xiao’s ‘hidden

storyline’ as a
lucky opportunity, and when he made it, he did not really

treasure it, only
taking it as a short-term opportunity. Hao Tian’s pro instinct

habit made him
always look far ahead to plan for his growth. Black Phantom was

a
Hero, and he was a Pugilist, so he felt he would not follow Han

Xiao
all the way. He had to look for a new mentor somewhere else just

for his
abilities.
However, at this moment, it finally occurred to him how much he

benefited
from this, and he began to take Han Xiao more seriously.
Black Phantom’s EXP reward would still be plenty even at max
level.
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Black Phantom’s mission reward really were very rich. It was not
a big deal
to tolerate weird missions for it. As a pro player, having strong

will power,



endurance, and a good pair of lungs was fundamental.
Seems like I can walk on this Black Phantom path for much longer
than I
thought.
The match was Best of Five, Hao Tian won three matches in a row

and
ended the battle, so other Long Sky contestants did not do

anything except
stare at Hao Tian like fans. In the Long Sky Club, Hao Tian, who
had
battled in the pro scene for many years, was everyone’s idol. A
man of few
words, always honing his skills, earning Long Sky one champion

after
another, he was Long Sky’s hero, and his name was tied tightly

together
with the words ‘Long Sky’.
Guild of Gods was obliterated, and the pro players whom they

had invited
were all in shock.
We are all pro players. Aren’t you showing off too much? At least

leave us
some face!
The contestants knew how strong Hao Tian was long ago. Not to
mention
his skills, the biggest problem was how ahead he was in terms of

level,
attributes, and abilities. They immediately thought of the fact

that Hao Tian
had triggered Black Phantom’s hidden storyline and were jealous.
“I wonder what kind of missions he has been getting from Black
Phantom
that made him level up this fast.”
The Temple of Gods contestants were jealous and envied. They



wanted
such treatment too, but Black Phantom did not care about them

at all.
“Everyone’s level is relatively low, so the difference seems huge.
When the
pro league starts, everyone’s level will be much higher, and he

won’t be able
to beat us this easily by then. The difference will shrink sooner or
later.” A

Temple of Gods contestant attempted to lift his team’s spirits.
The pro players were just there to help—winning or losing was
not
important to them—but Jupiter was filled with rage. He almost

wanted to
smash Jade Green Sky’s arrogant face.
With the official guarantee, the mission item was given to Sky

Territory.
The audience left the scene and continued to discuss Hao Tian’s
amazing
performance.
Conflicts between guilds were always a more popular topic, and
Guild of
Gods would only lose face temporarily for losing the gamble
battle—their
position was still one of the top.
Many people in the guild complained.
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“If our boss Li Ge was here, Hao Tian would have thrashed.”
“Long Sky just got lucky. What are they even happy about?”
When things were settled, Han Xiao appeared the next day. Sky
Territory
completed the mission immediately, and seeing this, Jupiter was
filled with



regret.
If he had known that Han Xiao would appear that day… if he had
just
endured for one more day, none of this would have happened.
Of course, that was just what Jupiter thought.
As long as the conflict did not become a gamble battle, Han Xiao

would not
have appeared in front of them. He was very patient—he had

once hidden
and endured for half a year before he caught the opportunity to
escape that
secret Germinal base.
Han Xiao had actually prepared even dirtier backup plans. If the
two large
guilds had end up making an agreement privately, resulting in

them not
having a conflict… Han Xiao’s belief was to repeat things till he
succeed.
At most, he would get even more guilds involved and make the

situation
even more chaotic.
If even that did not work, he would simply distribute a mission

that required
the guilds to rent the rings. However, that was too obvious, and
the Great
Hero Han preferred to be discreet.
“What a horrible loss.” Jupiter wanted to cry.
At this time, he heard the sound of private message notification.
He looked
at it, and it was shockingly a call from Li Ge, so he hastily

answered it.
“Boss Li Ge?”
“Hmm, I saw what happened recently. Do you have the recording
of Hao



Tian’s battle?”
“It was all recorded.”
“Send it to me.”
Try the platform_for the most advanced_reading experience.
“Sure, of course.”
Upon receiving the recording, Li Ge said with satisfaction, “With

the
recording, I can analyze his battle style to prepare for the league.
Good
job.”
Hearing that, Jupiter felt much more energetic.
It did not matter how much they were at a loss—as long as the
pro players
benefited from it, it was one of their responsibilities.
…
The battle between the guilds showed people the effect of the ring.
Many
people were tempted, and guilds and players started to rent rings

for
Challenges or events. The functionalities of the ring started to

show. Not
only could the players in the arena PVP for free, but they also

could join a
Challenge or some events, so it became more boisterous.
Galaxy had more than game functions—it also had socializing
functions,
and the boisterous arena was obviously a very great place to
socialize.
Some player even spent all their time in the arena.
As a place with a lot of exposure, people who wanted to make a

name for
themselves had a demand for the ring—guilds hosted events, pro
players



took up Challenges to interact with normal players, and many

others. Like
some sports stadiums being rented out for a competition or
concert, they
were all getting what they needed.
According to Han Xiao’s experience, not only guilds, even some

companies
would rent rings to host some small events, like ‘Random
Company Name
Cup’ and other competitions that were not officially accepted by
the Esports Association, giving prizes to the winners to advertise

for themselves.
Even some pro players took part in such small competitions for
the prizes.
How did he know about all that? Don’t ask. Anyway, there was a
time in
Han Xiao’s previous life when he was very rich, and he could

even splurge
on buying instant noodles in cups.
Also, the events that companies hosted might not be just PVP

competitions.
It could also be an art exhibition, sports event, or something else.
Mini-games always had their popularity in games. Since Galaxy
was
extremely realistic, other than not being able to excrete, the
players could
be as creative as they wanted and play other sports with their
superhuman
bodies, such as superhuman basketball, Pugilist soccer, Hero rally.
These things mentioned were all real in Han Xiao’s previous life,
and these
casual and fun events were very popular among casual players.
Because of that, Galaxy started to have a virtual, vibrant society



on its own.
The players now had only just started Galaxy, so they were still

following
things more or less strictly and did not have any weird events,
and Han
Xiao gave them a platform to do so. He guided the players to

explore the
entertainment possibilities of the game themselves, and there

would always
be someone who rented the ring that would think of something
new to
attract attention.
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The ring was an event and show, attracting players to watch.
Normal
players could watch the events when they were not participating
in free
PVP, which would build a habit and culture.
Think of it like this, you take a stroll outside every day, and the

park that
you pass by always hosts all sorts of events. After a while, even if

you do
not take part, you will eventually be curious and guess what the

event will
be next time you take a stroll.
Therefore, when the arena became a common facility, it would
increase the
sense of belonging that the players had toward the sanctuary, as
interest
could be developed and cultivated.
Chapter 276: Black Phantom’s

Machinery Box 1
The benefit that Han Xiao really wanted was to have the players
spread the



word of how attractive the arena was as a part of a main city,
leading to
more people coming to the sanctuary for it, bringing in a large

number of
immigrants and, more importantly, customers.
The Great Hero Han had quite a few more ideas, such as opening

official bets and creating a PVP ranking system, both of which

would
attract more players. However, he thought about it and decided

not to do
that as neither of those were easy to operate and would only be
official if
they were made by the game developers. If an NPC like him did it,
he felt
that there might be some risks and negative impacts.
Most importantly, if he could give these rewards ‘officially’, he
could make
these studios and actors lose all their business. Han Xiao would

never do
that since one of his businesses in his previous life included that.
Although he was benefiting from the players, the players
benefitted from
him as well, so it was a win-win. Therefore, the safest and most

comfortable position for Han Xiao was to be neutral, only
providing the
venue and justice, letting the players explore the rest. It could
also be
considered ‘guiding the Inhumans to use their extra energy’.
Once the position of the main city was firm and had a high
population, in
Han Xiao’s plan, the next step would be the sinister real estate!
As the overseer in charge, other than the places to protect

refugees, the rest



of the areas in the sanctuary would all be for him to make a profit!
Suckers… ahem… large customers would, of course, be those
large guilds.
“Sigh, business…”

Seeing the moving people in the square, Han Xiao stroked his

chin and
sighed.
…
Huang Yu was totally convinced.
He used to think the arena was a total waste of resources, but
after more
than ten days of observation, he gradually realized the potential

benefits.
Huang Yu could not understand what Han Xiao’s long-term plan

was, nor
did he know the concept of ‘players’, but when he was drawing

the
accounting reports, he noticed the fees that they charged for the

Inhumans
largely exceeded what they incurred for repairs. In the long term,
the cost
would be earned back sooner or later, and whatever else they

received
would be pure profit, and this was only one of the benefits.
The Inhumans were the main manpower for the construction of
the
sanctuary, but they were weird and difficult to manage. Huang
Yu did not
want the Inhumans to have too much contact with the refugees,
so he drew
out areas for the Inhumans to use, yet the Inhumans still looked

for refugees
very often. Although their motive was to help, it did result in



Huang Yu’s
management measures failing. After the arena was built,
Inhumans actively
used the arena as the center of their activities. The square and the
arena
naturally became ‘Inhuman Communities’, which saved him a lot

of
management effort, and the entire sanctuary became more

organized.
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This time, Huang Yu was adulating Han Xiao in the office,
complimenting
on how farsighted Han Xiao was, how he was wise, and any other

cringeworthy compliment that he could think of. These words
came out
from Huang Yu’s mouth non-stop and jumped into Han Xiao’s

ears, making

Han Xiao feel so disgusted he had goosebumps.
After he finally chased Huang Yu away, Han Xiao started to think

of the
next step for the Players’ Main City plan. Most of the benefits that

the arena
could bring would only happen in the future, but he was not
satisfied with
that.
To make the sanctuary more attractive as the main city, the arena
is just one
factor. There is another way, to have some recurring events.
Other than the
festival events from the official game developers, if I want to
attract the
players to participate in the events, I have to show them actual

real
benefits…



Han Xiao knocked on the table with his fingers and pondered.
Suddenly, he
had a flash of inspiration, and an idea came to his mind.
The morning in Karst wasteland was full of sand and fog, giving a
feeling
of damp and dry at the same time—it was very uncomfortable.
However,
the areas near the sanctuary were clean and refreshing, so the

haze was
blocked. The sanctuary already had a rough foundation, and it

was equipped
with enormous air filtration devices. The sanctuary placed

importance in
preventing radiation, pollution, and deterioration of the air

quality.
The players were taking part in building the sanctuary. On the

rebar of the
protective wall, a group of players was welding. This job was

tedious and
dangerous, and the players stepped on the rebars wobbly.
“Be careful, don’t fall down.”
Just as this person said that, another person beside him slipped.
The people
looked at him as he fell while the sorry scream that person made
descended
further and further.
The protective wall was very tall. It was the most dangerous

mission in all
of the construction missions, and players died accidentally very

often.
“Told you to be careful.”
On the other rebar, a player with the ID ‘Half A Cigarette When

Lonely’



said resentfully, “Sht, those safer and easier missions with rich

reward are all controlled by the large guilds. Us normal players

can only do these worse missions.” Whenever there were people,
there would be conflict. There were many types of sanctuary

construction missions, and the easy missions with rich reward

were all divided between the large guilds. Most of the solo

players could only take the leftovers. The majority of players

were just playing casually and were not bothered, but there were
also players who did. Filled with contempt, Half A Cigarette

When Lonely complained, “These large guilds possess the
resources, so we’ve already lost on the starting line. How can we

even fight them in the future?” Visit for a better_reading

experience Someone beside laughed and said, “It’s just a game.
Why so serious?” “Playing a game means being the strongest is

the best. If not, what’s the point of playing?” Half A Cigarette

When Lonely rebutted. “That’s why all of you are so weak—you

don’t have any dreams.” “If you’re so jealous, why don’t you

just join a guild?” “Humph, only the weak stay in groups; the
strong play solo,” Half A Cigarette When Lonely said. Of course,
he was not going to tell them the miserable experience of him
getting rejected after applying to join a certain guild. They looked
down from above, and suddenly, they realized that on the

sanctuary square, players that looked like the size of ants to them

were gathered. This was the signature sign of Han Xiao appearing.
Suddenly, announcements from other players appeared in the

area channel. It seemed like Black Phantom had introduced a new

function. The people who were building the protective wall put

down what they were doing and went down the wall hastily.
Some impatient ones even jumped down directly, died, then
revived in the square, saving themselves the time it took to climb

down. Half A Cigarette When Lonely ran to the square, but it was



already full of people. Han Xiao stood in a corner of the square,
behind him was a large truck. Like other players, Half A Cigarette

When Lonely also extended his neck and looked over curiously.
Looking at the crowd, Han Xiao coughed and said loudly,
“Recently, there has been a lot of backlog that I need to get rid of.
All of it is packed into boxes. If anyone wants to buy a box, I can
sell it for a low price.” The players in the square exchanged looks.
Packed into boxes, what does that mean? Since it’s backlog, is it
worth buying? “Give me ten,” Jade Green Sky said immediately.
With the thought of ‘Black Phantom only sells high-quality
products’ in mind, he was willing to be the first one to try. No
matter what new function this was, they would know once they

use it. “3,000 Aquamarine Dollars for one box.” Visit for a

better_reading experience “So expensive‽” Jade Green Sky was
astounded. He braced himself and bought it, spending all the

money he had. Although he was the guild leader, it did not mean

that he could just bring the guild funds everywhere with him
—this was all his own money. After Han Xiao took the money, he
took out ten boxes from the truck. Jade Green Sky opened nine

consecutively, and his face instantly turned black. The boxes
were all filled with broken parts and cheap materials. The players
on the side shook their heads as they saw this. “What backlog?
This is all just trash. I wouldn’t want any even for free.” “Only

morons would buy such a thing.” Jade Green Sky turned around

and gave a vicious stare, then opened the last box without any

expectations. However, as soon as he opened the box, Jade Green
Sky’s eyes froze, and he stared into the thing in the box. A
retractable knife was lying in the box. In his vision, the name of

the knife was shockingly purple! This is a piece of purple
equipment! The crowd saw his expression and were curious as

well. They stood on tiptoes to look into the box, and all inhaled



deeply after they saw what was in it. The exclamation of shock

expanded outward like a wave. Up till this moment, the players
had yet to see any purple equipment. This was the first one to
appear before the players’ eyes! Jade Green Sky’s chin almost hit

the floor. He looked at the ten boxes before him and suddenly felt

a sense of familiarity… then it occurred to him. “Wait a minute!
This function… isn’t this opening loot boxes‽” Visit to
discover_new novels. Chapter 277: Black Phantom’s Machinery

Box 2 “Isn’t this a loot box?” This idea was contagious like a

virus, and the players became interested straight away. Some

gambling passionate players were already trembling in
excitement and could not wait to do a ‘Ten Draws of
Faith’—buying ten loot boxes at once and opening them
consecutively. Loot boxes, also known as the Sinister Path of

Cashing In or Ultimate Hand Chopping Method, are a classic
move for the game developers to earn money. Han Xiao, of course,
was very familiar with this. Not only could it awaken the players’

inner gambler and suck them into an inescapable hole, but he
could also make a profit from it. And he had just the right

resources and demand to do it; he could make it into one of the

recurring events to attract players. Every planet had their own

currency, and after the three largest Universal Civilizations

created regulations, to improve convenience for the

communication between civilizations, they invented the general

culture, general currency, and general language. The Galactic
Civilizations’ unique currencies could be exchanged into the
general currency. However, a planet civilization like Planet

Aquamarine of course did not receive such treatment —the
Aquamarine Dollars had almost zero purchasing power and could
not be used in the galaxy at all. In fact, it was even too rough to

use as toilet papers. Therefore, if he wanted to go into the galaxy,
he first had to turn this money into resources and make those



resources into machinery. Resources had different values in

different civilizations, and it could be considered a currency in

the galaxy. Even in the worst case, it definitely had a much higher

value than Aquamarine Dollars. In Version 2.0 [Mutation

Disaster], the novice planets would come into contact with the

galactic civilizations in different ways. The local currencies
would then be able to be exchanged into other currencies, and the
players would not have to worry about this problem. However,
Han Xiao wanted to leave the novice planet in Version 1.0, so he

had to consider the difference in currency, language, culture, and
many other things. All of his assets were in Aquamarine Dollars,
which was as good as scrap paper outside Planet Aquamarine, so
he spent all of it to buy materials and build machinery, and
building machinery gave him EXP as well, which also aided in his

growth. Because of that, he had piled up a lot of useless

machinery; using them as prizes for loot boxes would be a great

way of waste utilization. The rarity chance of the loot boxes was

completely under his control. Most of them were filled with waste

parts and trash; only a few had very good items. It was impossible

to incur a higher cost than profit, which meant it would definitely

be profitable. He claimed that he was getting rid of backlog and

that there was no guarantee they had good things in them, but
although the players knew that there was a chance their money
would go to waste, they would still spend the money and bet on

their future. Everyone felt lucky before they saw a pile of trash.
The most up-to-date nov_els are published_here > Even the

players who did not have much money would clench their teeth
and buy one to try their luck. If they did not get lucky, after some

time, they would convince themselves that they would definitely

get lucky the next time, and the cycle would repeat itself. Most of

the players like this kind of lucky draw event. There is a small



chance of gaining huge profit with a very small cost, similar to

the lottery. At the moment, there’s no lucky draw anywhere else.
There are two types of lucky draws—one is the official game store,
and the lucky draw in the game store has yet to happen. This type
of lucky draw consists mostly of special VR items, like Dungeon
Crystals, Genetic Healing Agents, health and mana potions, EXP
potions, cosmetic items, and others. There is no equipment— it is

a supplementary type of lucky draw. The other type of lucky draw
is between the organizations and characters. This then is the right
path to gain benefits directly. For example, some organizations

and groups have a contribution points system that can be used to
lucky draw strong items or equipment. Some mysterious sellers

have gambling games, and some organizations make the players

buy off their old inventory. When the organizations and

civilizations understand the players more and use them as
mercenaries, only then will some characters have lucky draws.
This could be considered the organizations trying new ways to
motivate ‘Inhuman mercenaries’, with profit. The players’
impression of me is most likely around the lines of ‘planet main
character’, ‘Hero Mentor and businessman’, ‘handsome’, and
‘important legendary NPC’. The players will be more accepting if

I’m the one doing the lucky draw event. Furthermore, the first
lucky draw event should be able to attract the most attention.
3,000 for one box was not cheap, but the players had some spare

cash at their current level. Thus, it should not be a big issue to

buy one or two. Furthermore, if they got purple equipment, they
would become extremely rich. There was no purple equipment on

the market at all, which meant that the seller would be able to set

the price.What’s scarce is precious, so it would definitely have an
outrageous price. All the eyes were focused on the truck full of

boxes. The players’ eyes were flashing with all sorts of different

meanings, and when they saw Han Xiao standing to the side, all



of their tiny malicious thoughts extinguished. It was better to be

honest and pay the price. No point looking for a horrible death. In
the ten boxes, nine were trash, and only one had a piece of purple
equipment. It was unclear whether Jade Green Sky was lucky or

the ratio was this high. The players started to buy the loot boxes.
The boxes were opened one after another; some were content,
and some were upset. Other than trash, there were also other

things, such as some useful materials and some green or blue

equipment. Overall, the response was quite positive; however,
there was not a second piece of second purple equipment.
This_content is taken from “Could it be that the purple
equipment only appears with ten consecutive draws‽” a player
said, all fired up and unable to control himself. “Not likely. I feel
that the rarity chance is a little weird and cannot be looked at
with common sense. Firstly, we have to understand one thing,
which is whether this action of Black Phantom introducing loot
boxes is part of the storyline. ‘Galaxy’ is extremely realistic, and
every character seems to have an individual mind, almost like the

real world. A character’s actions definitely have its unique reason

or motivation. So, is this lucky draw an official function from the

game developers, or is he really cleaning his warehouse?” A guy

at the side pushed his glasses, and a glint of wisdom flashed in his

eyes. “If he really is cleaning his warehouse, why didn’t he just

throw away the backlog but sold it to us instead?” “Yo, you’re
quite familiar with this brother.” The people’s attention was

attracted by this guy’s speech, and they looked at him. Then, they
saw this guy’s ID—King Of Single Draw. The surrounding
players’ mouths twitched. No wonder he made so much sense; he
clearly was experienced, given that ID. “That makes some sense,
so how can we know?” someone asked. The inventory in the

heavy truck became lesser and lesser. King Of Single Draw’s eyes
sparkled. He shouted across the crowd and asked, “How many



more boxes are inside?” Han Xiao waved his hand and said,
“There is a total of 786 boxes, 530 left now.” The players were

stunned and surprised. They had thought that the boxes were

unlimited, but that was not the case. Now, some spectating

players could not wait anymore. They held onto their money and

joined the queue. Visit for a better_reading experience King Of

Single Draw changed his style.With one arm around his chest and

one arm holding his chin, like a contemplating detective. “That’s
right. Since it’s limited, it’s impossible for it to be an official

function. Black Phantom really is clearing his backlog. However,
he chose to pack it into boxes and sell them instead of just
throwing them away. Hmm… also, there was even an undamaged

rare purple equipment in the backlogs. This wouldn’t make sense

for it to be waste utilization. Therefore, the only explanation for

this would be that this isn’t really backlog clearing! Black
Phantom is actually giving out benefits by doing this. That’s right,
we ‘Inhumans’ helped him to build the sanctuary, so he wanted

to reward us!” King Of Single Draw concluded his thoughts quite

loudly, and the players in the square heard and understood

instantly. It sounded logical and was quite believable. “If it is an
official loot box function, the chances would be announced for

sure, but if it’s part of the storyline, then us players will have to

experience it ourselves and conclude the hidden rarity chance…”
King Of Single Draw’s eyes kept sparkling. “The game developer

will make sure you never win anything too strong from a lucky
draw for balance purposes, but Black Phantom’s rewarding lucky

draw is a different case. There might really be something good,
which means these machinery boxes might really have some god
equipment that will make the entire world tremble!” The crowd

turned wild upon hearing that—they were extremely excited.
Han Xiao was stunned as he listened from the side, and he was

very confused. I don’t remember hiring an actor. Where did this



guy come from? Foll_ow current_novel on Chapter 278: Black
Phantom’s Machinery Box 3 Some people drew once, some

people drew ten consecutive times, but there was no difference.
Han Xiao only controlled the overall cost of the boxes and did not
bother when selling them off. It all depended on the players’ luck.
There was no manipulation behind the scenes—he wanted the
players to feel the warmth of being home. If there was a
guaranteed prize every ten consecutive draws, it indeed would

attract more people to make consecutive draws, but he was using
the limited selling mode. There were only so many boxes every

time he sold them, so they would definitely be sold out. Not only
would guaranteeing a prize every ten consecutive draws not give
him a higher profit, but it would also increase his costs. If there
was a guaranteed prize every ten consecutive draws in
combination with the limited purchases, there might be some rich

guilds that would bulk purchase, suppressing the normal players

with their resources, and that would not be good. There was only
one purple equipment in the first batch of boxes, the one Jade
Green Sky got, and only this one had been given out purposely by

Han Xiao to grab the players’ interest. The rest of the boxes had a

few blue pieces of equipment, about a dozen green pieces of

equipment, and some useful parts and materials. This rarity
chance was acceptable to the players for the most part. The first
batch had more than seven hundred boxes, but only a small group

of the players out of tens of thousands of player bought one. The
rest were watching on the sides. “This batch of backlog is

finished. There will be scheduled backlog cleaning in the future,”
Han Xiao said. “Ah, that’s it?” Players had not gotten enough

yet—they were still tempted for more. However, they could not

do anything about it no matter how much they wanted more; the
players could only watch as Han Xiao drove away. The players
who benefitted from it were content. Half A Cigarette When



Lonely was jealous, and he touched his wallet. 3,000 for one box,
so expensive. I definitely can’t get anything good with my luck,
should I buy it? … 3,000 per box. I sold more than 700 boxes

this time, so it’s roughly… a lot of money. Han Xiao calculated as

he drove. After deduction of cost, the net profit was tens of
thousands. His funds formed a cycle, supporting his expenses in

buying materials to build machinery with ease. It was even more

stable than selling items and more profitable. He placed suitable

high-quality items in the boxes that suited the player levels, not
giving anything that was too strong. This_content is taken from

The players in the sanctuary discussed a lot about the first loot
box event; their interest was sparked. Han Xiao grabbed the

opportunity and started the next loot box event a few days later.
After four times, finally, all the players in the sanctuary got used

to this recurring event. At fixed intervals, the players would wait

for Han Xiao in the square in advance, rubbing their hands in

anticipation. Every batch had hundreds of boxes. It took twenty

minutes to be sold out at the start, and by the fourth time, it only
took six minutes. This clearly reflected the player’s acceptance

and passion for this event. Han Xiao’s initial goal of hosting this

event was achieved. The message spread out from the Planet

Aquamarine panel in the forums. The players had almost never

seen a purple equipment before, and they did not know where to

get them. At this time, Han Xiao’s loot box event appeared out of

nowhere, being the only way to acquire purple equipment at the

moment. It received well-deserved attention, and the influence

was growing. Han Xiao saw how rowdy the forums were. The few
players who had won the purple equipment made posts to show
off, with a lot of envious and jealous comments below. “Here to
see the purple equipment boss.” “Suck…” “Another round of

ten draws! Don’t hold me back. I didn’t lose my mind! I will



definitely see purple this time! My intuition is never wrong!” “I

thought this game is different from the other lustful sluts, but you
betrayed me!” “The content has made me uncomfortable,
reported!” “Music lyrics: we are different, different—” “No

guarantee in ten consecutive draws, a miracle in a single

draw—I’ve learned something new.” “Guild of Gods buying

purple equipment, negotiable price, private message if

interested.” New novel_chap_ters are published here: “Sky

Territory buying purple equipment, a higher price than Guild of

Gods, private message if interested.” “Got trash for all nine

draws, watching post owner show off.” “Passing by with trash in

all thirteen draws.” “Trash in all eighteen draws. Damn, I’m
going to rob Black Phantom’s warehouse tomorrow!” “You have

my admiration. I will take care of your wife and daughter. Rest in
peace. Salute!” “Salute +1! keep the formation.” “Salute +2!”
“Salute +2333!” All sorts of comments came from the players.
They gave Han Xiao’s loot boxes a name. Black Phantom’s

Machinery Box! Always leading the trends, never to be

surpassed. … A large amount of funds had come into his pocket,
so Han Xiao bulk purchased materials and parts without caring
about the price at all. He spent most of the time in the workshop

and built machinery continuously, turning Aquamarine Dollars

into valuable materials and machinery, at the same time

acquiring quite a lot of EXP. Also, he built low-level purple
equipment as prizes for the loot boxes. He was way ahead of the

players, and the machinery that he did not need was rare

equipment to the players. Finally, all the time that he had spent

growing himself now was paying off. The sanctuary was on the

right path. Huang Yu took care of the cumbersome and small

issues, and Han Xiao just had to sign the documents. Updated_at

Hila was accompanying Aurora for her recovery exercises.



Frenzied Sword, Maple Moon, Bun-hit-dog, and Hao Tian all

received missions to play with Aurora with rather generous
rewards. Han Xiao was currently giving them space to grow

themselves. At the same time, Han Xiao did not forget to look at

the war’s situation. The Six Nations had the complete upper hand.
The Germinal Organization was basically at the breaking point,
and he estimated that the Germinal Organization would soon be
defeated, ending the war completely and liberating the entire

Planet Aquamarine from the shadows of war. The last time that

he had browsed intelligence on the Dark Net, the number of

wanderers had reduced by thirty percent compared to before the
war— they had joined organizations for protection. Han Xiao felt

weird about this; it was like people gave up their freedom due to

fear in exchange for safety. The situation was getting better as

time passed, but Han Xiao believed in Murphy’s Law. He did not

want to pay too much attention to the battlefield before things
were settled. In case, there might be an accident. However, he
had done whatever he needed to do. He had given the Six Nations
all the intelligence and killed a few Germinal Organization’s
Executive Officers. The Six Nations had the upper hand in

military power, intelligence, and almost everything. If they could
not even win, they might as well eat sht.
Thus, Han Xiao was temporarily focused on the players’ main city

plan.
This day, Han Xiao drove another truck of boxes, and the players

swarmed
in.
Every [Black Phantom’s Machinery Box], King Of Single Draw

didn’t buy
anything. He was patient, and he observed like a hunter,
recording the
results of other players, calculating the rarity chance. Some

players were



influenced by him. They sat beside him and tried to do the same

thing.
At this time, a voice full of confidence appeared within the crowd.
“Give me a hundred boxes!”
The people were shocked. They followed the voice and looked

over as a
player with the ID ‘So Poor I Only Have Money Left’ walked out
swaggering.
‘So Poor I Only Have Money Left, is this a true rich person‽”

“A hundred boxes, that’s 300,000 Aquamarine Dollars. Good
god!”
“He really is a truly rich person! Can we be friends?”
Visit , for the best no_vel_read_ing experience

“Indeed, only the large guilds have done consecutive draws

before, and the

highest was only fifteen boxes at once. A hundred is way too

much, I have
never seen anything like this before!”
Han Xiao raised his eyebrows. Such a boastful ID… it was like a

pile of
large leeks walking in front of him.
Chapter 279: Luck Is the Ultimate

Path
One hundred boxes were stacked neatly like a hill. It was a rare
scene, and
the players paused from buying and watched curiously.
So Poor I Only Have Money Left took a deep breath and opened
the boxes
quickly. The surrounding spectators extended their necks, and
their
expression changed from anticipation to shock and finally to
mockery.



All one hundred boxes had been opened, but the best was only a

blue
assault rifle. The waste parts stacked like a hill. So Poor I Only

Have
Money Left’s face turned green.
“One hundred boxes and got blue equipment, nice.”
“You have my admiration, chief.”
“Money can’t change your fate, bro.”
“New documentary: Galaxy—Fall of a Rich Man”.
“Why do I feel so… good?”
So Poor I Only Have Money Left grabbed his hair in frustration.
As his ID
suggested, he was rich indeed, and he was used to spending a lot

of money,
which brought him profit most of the time. He was rich, so he

could do
anything he wanted.
Lucky draw events were his favorite. He did not care about

whether he
profited or lost money—he just liked the moment of pleasure
when he won
something. However, he did not win with Han Xiao.
[Black Phantom’s Machinery Box] did not guarantee anything no
matter
how many one bought at once. Like the lottery, it was completely

about
luck and probability. So Poor I Only Have Money Left bought one

hundred
boxes because he thought there was a higher chance of winning
something,
but he had been very unlucky this time.
Although it was good to have a rich customer, Han Xiao did not

give him



any special treatment. No guarantee meant no guarantee, and he

did not
want to break the rules because of rich people. His target
customers were all
the players. He wanted to turn this into a main city specialty and

have more
people take part in the event, not turn it into an event just for the

rich. The
number of boxes was limited after all, and not having any

guarantee for
consecutive purchases was to avoid a single person buying too
many boxes.
If there was a guarantee for consecutive purchases, the other rich
people
would also do the same. Every batch of limited boxes would be

snatched
away by a few rich people, and the chances for the other players

to take part
would be much lower. It would make the event less

attractive—long term
growth was more important.
Anyone would be somewhat affected by the majority, and as soon
as this
evolved into a mass hobby, demand, and habit, its influence on
the entire
player base would be different.
So Poor I Only Have Money Left wanted to buy again, but the
other players
were now unhappy about it. They took the previous one hundred
boxes
opening as a form of entertainment, but the number of boxes was

limited; it
would have crossed the line if he bought even more.



Seeing that the crowd was unhappy, So Poor I Only Have Money

Left could
only scratch his head awkwardly and step aside.
On the side, King Of Single Draw was full of disdain. He told the

people
around him, “See? Throwing money has no technicality at all.
The best
method is to calculate the rarity chance through a lot of
observation and
research.”
The most up-to-date nov_els are published_here >
As he was speaking, he smiled confidentially, and light reflected

off from
both his teeth and glasses. “Now, watch my performance!”
Bringing a group of people, King Of Single Draw walked toward

Han Xiao,
he paid close attention and calculated in his heart, after a few
players
finished buying, he suddenly yelled very loudly and shocked the

crowd,
then squeezed into the front line of the queue and bought the next
box.
“Hehehe, according to my experience, there’s definitely
something good in
this box.”
King Of Single Draw was full of confidence. He opened the box

with looks
of anticipation from the crowd.

Congratulations, you have received [Waste Part] * 18
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The crowd suddenly turned silent and looked at him weirdly.
The atmosphere was very awkward. King Of Single Draw’s mouth

twitched. He coughed and said, “You guys should know that this

is a matter
of probability. If at first you don’t succeed, try and try again.
There’ll
definitely be something good!”
However, his next single purchases were all trash. His followers
looked at
him with more and more doubts.
“Can you even do it?”
“Bullsht! Next time, purple will definitely appear next time!”
King Of Single Draw’s eyes were red. Like a gambling addict, he
bought one more box. He closed his eyes and mumbled, “God,
please give me luck this time.” After he repeated that more than

a dozen times, he felt his palms heating up, like an unknown

force had just descended into him. Famous words of many people

flashed through his mind. “This time, surely!” King Of Single

Draw opened his eyes suddenly. With a gush of confidence, he
yelled and flipped open the box! A pile of trash. King Of Single

Draw froze in place, lost. Updated_at “Why… why is this

happening? Are all the trends I’ve been researching fake? The

loot boxes are fake; the world is fake; everything is fake!” In the

crowd, Half A Cigarette When Lonely touched his wallet. It was
finally his turn. He hesitated and said, “I’ll have one.” This was

his first time buying [Black Phantom’s Machinery Box]. He had
been spectating hesitantly until then. Although 3,000
Aquamarine Dollars was not really a lot, he was just a normal

player, and his money had all been made through hard work of

doing missions here and there, so he treasured his money a lot.
However, seeing that many players had won good equipment in



this event, he was a bit tempted. Then, he finally decided to just

buy one box. Half A Cigarette When Lonely had very low

expectations. He would be satisfied with just green equipment,
and he did not even dare to think about blue or purple equipment.
After running to the side, Half A Cigarette When Lonely held his

breath and opened the box. Purple light surged into his eyes!
“P—Pur—Purple equipment‽” Half A Cigarette When Lonely
was stunned, trembling in excitement. The players beside looked
over with jealous. “Another lucky one.” “Tsk, I want purple
equipment, too.” There was someone who won a purple

equipment every time. Although it was rare, the players had seen

it happen a few times and were used to it. They stopped paying

attention after being jealous for a while. Half A Cigarette When

Lonely took out the purple high caliber Berserk Eagle, played
with it in his hands, and suddenly felt an impulse. How about…

buy another one to try my luck? Half A Cigarette When Lonely

clenched his teeth, bought another box, and opened it casually.
Purple light again! New novel_chap_ters are published here:
Half A Cigarette When Lonely mouth fell open, and his heart was

hit with immeasurable surprise. The surround players looked

over again, very surprised. “He got another purple piece of
equipment? That’s really lucky.” “Quick, breath in the air of

luck.” “Two draws, two wins—might as well go buy a lottery

ticket.” “So what if he’s lucky? I will be as well one day.”
“Brother, you are allowed to show off, but don’t cross the line.”
Some were jealous; some were amazed; some were sour. So Poor I
Only Have Money Left was speechless. He had bought one

hundred boxes at once and could not even compare with someone
else casually buying two boxes. What kind of world is this? What

happened to the rich’s privileges‽ King Of Single Draw clenched
and ground his teeth. He was on the edge of losing it, screaming



in his heart, The purple equipment should’ve been mine! “How
about… another one?” Half A Cigarette When Lonely touched his

wallet. He had just a bit more than 3,000 left. On impulse, he
decided and bought one more, like a gambler tasting the

sweetness of winning, falling into the abyss of cashing in. “Will I

win this time?” Half A Cigarette When Lonely suddenly regretted

it a little. To win two times in a row was already extremely lucky;
three in a role had way too low a probability. Furthermore, there
were, at most, only three pieces of purple equipment in every

batch of [Black Phantom’s Machinery Box]. If he won again, did
that not mean he had won every purple equipment of this batch?
He anxiously opened the third box, and the familiar purple light

surged again! Half A Cigarette When Lonely was completely

stunned. All the surrounding players were completely stunned.
Three single draw wins in a row! What kind of luck is this!
Foll_ow current_novel on No, this can’t be called luck anymore,
this is a damn blessing! The people looked at Half A Cigarette

When Lonely with shock. Chapter 280: Galaxy Times: Other
Possibilities of the Main Storyline “Miracle three single draws in
a row, my knees hurt…” “Baby, come out and look at God.” Han

Xiao was shocked, too. He had only placed three purple items in

this batch, and they had all been bought by the same person—his

luck was unbelievably good. Han Xiao almost wanted to skin Half

A Cigarette When Lonely and see if he was Bennett in disguise.
Manipulation behind the scenes? Non-existent. Half A Cigarette

When Lonely was completely stunned. This time, So Poor I Only

Have Money Left walked over to him with admiration on his face.
“Do you have any technique or something? Please teach me. I
can pay you.” So Poor I Only Have Money Left’s eyes sparkled.
“What technique? I’m just lucky.” Half A Cigarette When Lonely

waved his hand hastily. King Of Single Draw’s vision turned black.



Everything was bullsht in front of luck.
After he finished selling the boxes, Han Xiao left. Half A Cigarette

When
Lonely immediately got surrounded, the players all looking at

him. Some

believed that he had a special technique to opening loot boxes,
whereas
others had malicious motives. However, the main city was a safe

zone, so
they did not dare do anything.
“Friend, are you selling the purple equipment? The price can be

negotiated.”
“Not for sale,” Half A Cigarette When Lonely answered

subconsciously. He
turned around, and the person who had spoken to him was a male

player.
Half A Cigarette When Lonely looked at his ID and took a deep
inhale.
[Ancient Dynasty] Guild Leader—Morning Snow Twilight Frost!
For more_novel, visit
The three biggest names in China’s e-sports were Temple of God,
Dynasty,
and Fried Eggplants with Fish. Ancient Dynasty was the official

guild of
the Dynasty E-sports Club. Li Ge from Temple of God was ranked

second
in the China Pro Player Official Leaderboard, and the player that

ranked
first was the best player in Dynasty. Ancient Dynasty was

different from
other guilds—they kept a very low profile—but their position was
still
superior, and no one could ignore them.



“I see…” Morning Snow Twilight Frost scratched his chin and
said
casually, “Then, do you want to join our guild?”
Half A Cigarette When Lonely was surprised and agreed
immediately.
Morning Snow Twilight Frost sent him the invitation on the spot,
and after
Half A Cigarette When Lonely agreed, the guild prefix appeared

on his
interface. Just like that, Half A Cigarette When Lonely joined the

renowned
guild, feeling it was all a dream.
He claimed to dislike guilds because the guilds that he had
requested to join
all rejected him, and these small guilds were nothing compared to

the
Ancient Dynasty. The guild leader himself had invited him to join,
so Half
A Cigarette When Lonely felt refreshed and jubilant immediately.
The guilds hold onto the resources, but this kind of lucky draw is

the
chances for us normal players to rise. This is the only way we can
only get
high-level equipment with little cost. Black Phantom’s Machinery

Box is
really a blessing.
Half A Cigarette When Lonely was content.
…
[Black Phantom’s Machinery Box]’s popularity continued to grow.
Players
published all kinds of posts in the forums. Some posts that

calculated the
rarity chance for the box mentioned King Of Single Draw and So
Poor I



Only Have Money Left as negative examples, adding salt to their

injury,
especially So Poor I Only Have Money Left’s incident of getting
just blue
equipment after buying a hundred boxes at once.
Half A Cigarette When Lonely’s miracle draws were also
mentioned. When

he opened a few more boxes later on, his lucked remained, and he
got two
more purple equipment, causing more surprise and jealousy.
With so many
pieces of purple equipment in hand, his strength would definitely

not be
weak. The people also noticed that he had joined Ancient Dynasty
guild,
and the other guilds regretted how they did not grab the
opportunity.
Han Xiao was quite tempted to bring Half A Cigarette When
Lonely into
his team, but he gave the idea up after some considerations. Luck
was not
something one could depend on. Half A Cigarette When Lonely’s

skills
were not up to his recruitment standard, and compared to luck,
Han Xiao
trusted more in true skills.
On the forums, some people compiled lists of all the useful items

people
received from the boxes, including machinery, useful materials,
and parts.
The large amount of good loot attracted more players, and the

other players
across the continents were all jealous of the loot box event in
Sanctuary



Three.
More Southern Continent players came after they heard about
this. Even the

players that went on the expedition wanted to return right now.
They had
thought that there would be a lot of missions and opportunities
during the
war, but who knew the situation would change so fast? After Han

Xiao stole
the secrets of the Germinal Organization, they could barely even

struggle,
so the players ended up only watching.
The Western Continent and Northern Continent players wished
they had
been born in the Southern Continent, that they could just grow a

pair of
wings and fly to Sanctuary Three. Unfortunately, due to the war,
intercontinent flights were closed temporarily. The Andrea
players were the
unluckiest bunch—they felt like they had not experienced
anything good
since creating their characters.
Visit to discover_new novels.
The loot box event was a huge success. Han Xiao started one more

new
event to further strengthen his position. The event this time was

publishing
a type of prize pool mission as another recurring mission in the
main city.
The feedback was quite positive as well. The players saw more

benefits, at
the same time increasing the variety of events in the main city.
Han Xiao gave some material to Bun-hit-dog for the next episode
of his



show. With a more detailed introduction of Han Xiao’s past and

experience,
more detailed than the post in the forums, it once again
strengthened the
players’ impression of him, at the same time promoting

Sanctuary Three.
The players’ reaction was very important to Han Xiao, who spent

most of
his time to look through the forums, which looked like he was

staring into
the black to Hila and the rest.
“Galaxy Times published a new episode, the subtitle is Planet
Aquamarine
War? The Galaxy Times really used a single planet as their title,
yet they are
focusing on Planet Aquamarine this time. I don’t remember this

episode
from my previous life…”
Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled, and he clicked into the video.
“Hello players,” the male host, Spring, greeted. “This is Galaxy
Times,
dedicated to sharing first-hand game information. Your gaming

career is our
top priority.”
“Spring, I have been learning an instrument recently.”
“Really? What instrument did you learn, Autumn?”
“I’ll perform for you, and you have to guess.”
The female host took out a guitar and played a familiar rhythm.
After she
finished, she asked, “Spring, can you guess what did I play?”
“You’re playing the guitar.”
“…”
The opening joke was as awkward as always.



This_content is taken from
After enduring that part, they finally started talking about serious
matters.
The hosts first started talking about the things happening in the
pro scene,
the problems that the players met, then changed the topic to their
theme for
this episode.
“… Recently, many things have happened in Planet Aquamarine.
The war
between Six Nations and the Germinal Organization broke out,
and it
affected the entire planet. Players were experiencing this event.
Without a
doubt, this is definitely one of the main storylines of the planet,
and
compared to other planets, the main storyline in Planet

Aquamarine broke
out the earliest. Therefore, it is of significance. In today’s episode,
we will
be analyzing the main storyline war on Planet Aquamarine,
concluding the
characteristics of main storyline events, and predicting its

influence in the
future.”
After hearing this, Han Xiao finally understood why this episode

appeared.
Under his influence, the war main storyline between the Six

Nations and the
Germinal Organization had broken out a year in advance, and the
players
were still in the early stages at the moment. Most of the main

storyline on
the novice planets were still brewing; therefore, the global war on



Planet
Aquamarine attracted the most attention. It was a very good

material for an
episode.
The two hosts first introduced the planet background of Planet
Aquamarine,
then started to analyze the situation.
“The war has lasted close to two months and has now entered its
final stage.
The Germinal Organization is at the edge of defeat. The war also
made a
very obvious impact on the planet’s structure. A big organization

for the
players, [Germinal Organization] is now facing their end. The
players
belonging to the Germinal Organization are in a very bad
situation, not
knowing where to go after the war. There will most likely be a

few
possibilities, becoming the remnants of the Germinal

Organization, joining
the Six Nations, or maybe becoming wanderers.”
“From this event, it can be concluded that one of the

characteristics of the
main storyline is that it will have a huge impact, pose a drastic
change, have
a large scale, and so on.”
“However, although the Planet Aquamarine players participated

in the war
main storyline, they did not make much of an impact. They were
just
normal soldiers and had limited effects on the big picture. Of
course, we



also saw many possibilities from this. The players now have a

rather low
average level, and it should be different once their level is higher.
Therefore, players from other planets, look forward to your own

main
storyline events.”
“As the participation level of the players was not high, we can
conclude that
the Planet Aquamarine main storyline might very well be rushed.
It’s more
like a cutscene plotline in the players’ perspective. With this

thought in
mind, our teams arranged the data from the players in the forums

and
noticed something very interesting. Please look below. These are
the two
possible scenarios of the Planet Aquamarine main storyline that
our channel
deduced.”
This time, two tables appeared on the screen with different

content,
describing a revolutionary event before the start of the expedition
war.
Han Xiao raised his eyebrows. One of the tables included the

things that he
had done, such as escaping from the Germinal Organization,
exposing
intelligence that caused the destruction of Germinal Organization
bases, and
so on. That was all the current storyline—he exposed his identity,
and this
data was given to the players through different sources as well.
His deeds in
the table were all marked red.



Another table took away the things he had done, and the derived

result was
completely different. It was assumed that the conflict between the

Six
Nations and the Germinal Organization would start from the
bases in
various continents, which all the players would be able to take

part in. The
players would then grow through these opportunities, the war
would only
happen when the level of the players was much higher, and it

would last
many times longer than now.
This caught Han Xiao’s attention, and he continued to watch.
Interesting,
this is very similar to the storyline of my previous life. Their logic
and
observations must be really detailed to be able to notice this.
There are
hidden talents in the players after all.
“… As everyone can see,” the male host continued, “the derived
result of
these two tables are completely different. One of them is the

current
storyline, and another is a derived storyline. However, the
derived storyline
seems to have more characteristics of how the main storyline
should be, so
what led to the difference in the results?”
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“That’s right, these events marked in red are indeed the key

turning points
behind the war breaking out in advance, and the key to this is

someone that



the Planet Aquamarine players are all very familiar with—Black
Phantom,
Zero, Han Xiao!”
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